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Abstract

A component framework has a dedicated and focussed software architecture,
components and their in teraction mechanisms. In this paper, we present a component
framework of a product family that has three tiers: the subsystem, integration and
product-family tier. Each tier points out a view of a component architecture using
architectural styles and patterns. The development and the effects of a component
framework are presented brieflyand they attempt to give an overview of how a
component framework could be developed and when it can be started.

1 Introduction

Distributed systerns are developed in concurrent engineering processes, each of which
is concentrating on its own aspects, e.g., mechanics, electronics, and software (Rossak
et al. 1997). Due to the complexity of the software of distributed systerns, the software
is nonnally decornposed into smaller, less cornplex parts, which are allocated to
different people or subcontractors. Therefore, there is a need for a systernatic way that
supports the definition and implernentation of software cornponents, which are
interoperable but can be produc ed independently. Independence of a software
cornponent does not only assist in allocating resources but also assists to integrate a
system through carefully designed interfaces and guidelines how to use them.

Software architecture is an abstract and overall design description of a system
integrating different issues that are separate but have a contrary influence on each
other (Szyperski 1997). Component-based software architecture is a structure of the
system including software components, the extemally visible properties of those
components and relationships among them (Bass et al. 1998). Furthermore, a
component framework is a skeleton of a system with a focussed architecture and an
integrated set of components that can be reused and custoIl1ised (Johnson 1997;
Brugali et al. 1997; Szyperski 1997).

The airn of this paper is to present what a kind of a cornponent framework can support
the development and evolution of a distributed control systerns family. It also outlines
what has to be done in order to developing a cornponent framework successfully. The
motivation of the work is that cornponent-based software is essential for the
development of distributed systerns. The importance of cornponent frarneworks is also
growing, because software products and cornponents should be developed more
cheaply and quickly to reduce time-to-rnarket, as weil as more easily customised
according to the needs of diverse customers and end-users.
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Figure t. Tiers of the component architecture.

At first, the product-farnily tier clusters the product features to the semantic
cornponents that are implernented by the properties of the architectural cornponents of
the subsystem tier and the services of the integration tier and their interaction
mechanisms. Fine-grained features are mapped to the properties of the building-
blocks, prirnary cornponents and their configuration parameters. The subsysterns use
standard interfaces with strictly defined policies, dernanded by the integration tier that
hides the changes in the used technology providing an application-specific layer for
the subsysterns integration. The architecture of the product-farnily tier balances the
architectures of the subsystem and integration tier providing a systernatic way to
describe, manage and change product features. The ability to configure applications
dynarnically is the support software in the product-family tier, implernented as a part
of the integration platfrom.

The support for systerns' evolution can be scaled in each tier. The reconfiguration
support for applications, integration platform and product features can be
implernented in a way that is suitable for the needs and used technology. The larger
the systerns family is, the rnore cornprehensive support is needed for product
variations.

The development of the cornponent framework ernbodies the following reuse assets:
product features, product-farnily architecture, cornponents, and rnechanisms and
policies for the use of cornponents. Dornain engineering produces the features ffiodel,
scenarios and time-threads that give the overall understanding of the structural and
behavioural properties of the systerns and their execution constraints. We propose the
QFD technique (Day 1993) for qualifying product features and COTS cornponents.
The used rnodelling and qualifying techniques are technology-independent due to
heterogeneous design rnethods and tools used in the development of control systerns.
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The purchasing of COTS has to be guided by required features including reuse

requirements.

Stakeholders share the product-family architecture that has to be kept as stable as
possible within each tier.

. Developers have to be familiar with the architectural styles and patteros.

The interfaces and policies of components have to be detined thoroughly.

The applications have to meet the specification of the interface layer.

The configuration of a system is a top-down activity that can be automated.

The above-mentioned conditions require that the stakeholders of the product-family --
marketing staff, application developers, integrators, and maintenance staff --work
together more closely than they do nowadays. Owing to COTS and distributed
application development the component framework needs an organisational
infrastructure that provides the services needed for sharing the knowledge of reuse
assets.

6 Conclusion and future work

In order to get an understanding of the properties of a cornponent framework, applied
in a product family, we presented the characteristics of the distributed control systerns
dornain and the need of arlaptability at the product-farnily level. We also illustrated
the used techniques: technology-independent methods, architecture styles and design
patteros, by which the required arlaptability in each tier can be achieved. However, the
approach sets significant preconditions and restrictions that have to be committed by
the whole organisation before starting the development of the cornponent framework.

We have developed the integration platforms for machine and small process control
systerns and used the commercial ORB as abasic component for the manufacturing
systerns family. Our continuous work focuses on a generic integration tier that could
be used for most embedded systerns. This provides that the features of the services
and components in the integration tier have to be detined and managed in away that
the tier could be contigured for the needs of the target systerns. QuaIity services will
be new properties that are especially needed for Internet applications.

The other issue that needs further research s the enhancernent of the feature modelling
method. A formalised feature modelling method with variation support is the
precondition that the sernantic cornponents can be defined, and thereafler, the
configuration rules can be produced autornatically. This presumes that the generative
approach of the features modelling is integrated with the services of the integration
tier and the cornponents of the subsystem tier. The integration of the generative and
cornponent-based software development is more important for the continuously
evolving dornains, such as telecommunication systerns and consumer electronic
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products, than for the quite 'fixed' control systeros families. They also need special
tools for roodelling and roanaging features. The existing design tools are appropriate
for small systeros, in which the reuse assets need not to be shared. The developers of
large systeros, the kind that most networked control and erobedded systeros will be in
the future, need the supporting infrastructure with the ability to share and roanage
reuse assets over organisational boundaries.

The ROOM method that was used in the case study proved to have appropriate
support for architecture modelling. However, its support for defining variation points
is limited. Therefore, there is a need for further studies to develop an integrated
development environment with the following properties:

The product-farnily tier should have to be supported by the tools to define and
rnanage product features, create sernantic cornponents, and generate and validate
the configuration rules of the target systerns.

The subsystem and integration tiers need a too} for clustering component variants
according to the defined architecture styles, mechanisms, and policies.

The evaIuation of the architectural aItematives must be able to be validated as
regards functionaI and quaIity requirements.

Reuse assets have their own quaIity requirernents, such as openness,
rnaintainability, and portability, which have also to be validated at the architecture
level.

The subsystem tier that used the p AC architecture in the control dornain needs
alternative architectures for different problem dornains. In order to get a better
understanding of the suitability of the cornponent framework, it needs to be applied
for several dornains. The application areas that have rnature product farnilies and
development processes are proffiising dornains for cornponent frarneworks.
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